Synthetic oligonucleotides as therapeutics: the coming of age.
Synthetic oligonucleotides (ODNs) are short nucleic acid chains that can act in a sequence specific manner to control gene expression. Significant progress has been made in the development of synthetic ODN therapeutics since the first demonstration of gene inhibition by antisense ODNs in a cell culture system two decades ago. This new class of therapeutic agents can potentially target any abnormally expressed genes in a broad range of diseases from viral infections to psychoneurological disorders. A number of "first" generation synthetic ODNs have entered into human clinical trials in the last few years. The eminent approval of the first ODN for the treatment of cytomaglovirus retinitis by the FDA in USA will provide much excitement that this new class of compounds holds great promise as a therapeutic "magic bullet". However, many obstacles still exist in the development of this technology. In this review, the current status of synthetic ODN chemistry, drug delivery methods, mechanisms of ODN action, potential clinical applications and its limitations in a wide range of human disorders will be described.